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IN THE early 1980s, when Taiseer Elias was 
a young student at the Jerusalem Academy 
of Music and Dance, he “did not dare play a 
single note of Arabic music.”

“I felt that since the academy was a 
Western music school, with all the known 
connotative etiquettes of superiority, any 
shred of an Arabic tune would be out of 
the question,” Prof. Elias, at the time the 
prestigious institute’s only Arab student, 
recalls to The Jerusalem Report.

However, the acclaimed musician, 
conductor, composer and educator notes 
contentedly, such sentiment is long gone. 
“Today Arabic music is an integral section of 
the Academy. Arab students see themselves 
as a natural part of this institute’s social, 
cultural and musical fabric,” he says. 

“Walking down the Academy’s corridors, 
or visiting its cafeteria, you’ll see them 
playing the oud, singing in Arabic. Arab 
music and Arab students – whether they 
are studying Oriental or Western music – 
are now a solid component of the school’s 
fabric.”

Elias, 54, deserves much of the credit 
for that. The most influential figure in the 
country’s classical Arabic music scene and 
a prominent musician on the international 

scene, Elias’s impact on the status of 
classical Arabic music within Israeli culture 
is seminal. He was among the founders 
of the Eastern Music Department at the 
Academy in 1995, together with the late 
musicologist Prof. Dalia Cohen, whom he 
describes as his mentor, and the head of the 
academy, conductor Avner Biron. 

Elias served as the head of the department 
until a couple of years ago, when, he says, 
“I felt it was time to move out of the office; 
I took a sabbatical, after which I returned to 
the Academy as a faculty professor.”

The department’s orchestra, The  Arab-
Jewish Orchestra, which he heads as 
conductor and artistic manager and 
which is a joint venture of the Academy 
and of the NGO Youth and Music Israel, 
attracts students from other departments. 
Composition students, for instance, he notes, 
are keen to interlace forms and elements of 
Arabic music into their creations. Some 
of the theory classes he teaches were 
overbooked – a clear sign that the field 
attracts students from other departments.

Elias’s academic résumé includes a PhD 
in musicology from Jerusalem’s Hebrew 
University, tenure at the Musicology 
Department of Bar-Ilan University, where 

he was granted his first professorship, and a 
post at Haifa University, where he will start 
teaching this year. 

The change in Israeli attitudes to 
Arabic music has not been confined to the 
ivory tower. For the past 15 years, every 
November, Jerusalem has hosted the highly 
popular annual International Oud Festival, a 
celebration of classical Arabic music. Effie 
Benaya, artistic director at the Jerusalem 
Confederation House, which hosts the 
festival, told the press that the event has 
become “the crowning glory of our annual 
activities.” 

The festival, which began as a one-off oud 
recital by Elias, is today a two-week long 
bash performed in numerous venues around 
the city with the participation of famed 
Arab and Jewish musicians from Israel and 
abroad. The festival’s popularity, Elias says, 
is an important indication of the quantum 
shift in the mainstream’s perception of 
classical Arabic music.

“It’s a whole different world in that 
sense,” he explains. “When we set out to 
found a department of Arabic music at the 
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Taiseer Elias, the champion of classical Arabic music in Israel, 
believes in a shared existence and acts to achieve it
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Oud man out

Taiseer Elias: Music dominates his life
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Academy, we were looked upon as if we 
were out of our minds. Today, the existence 
of the department is seen as no less than self-
evident.” 

That academic stamp, Elias adds, has also 
helped to alter the rather poor image suffered 
by musicians within the Arab population 
itself.

“When I started off as a young musician, 
Arabic music was regarded here as a 
degraded form of music, something to be 
performed at weddings – a mere after-
hours occupation you could conduct in the 
evenings, after your day job. 

“My late father, a builder, strongly opposed 
my decision to become a musician. He 
argued with me, plying me with questions 
such as how exactly I planned to make a 
living out of it.” 

ELIAS WAS born to Catholic parents in 
Bi’ina, a village in Galilee. When he was 
two, the family moved south to Shfaram, an 
Arab town near Haifa. Shfaram’s proximity 
to urban centers such as Haifa and Kiryat 
Ata, Elias says, provided them with better 
livelihood opportunities. 

One of his older brothers, who studied 
Eastern violin with a local tutor, taught 
Elias to play the instrument, and the talented 
child began performing at celebrations 
and weddings. At the age of 13, he started 
studying classical Western violin at Haifa’s 
Rubin Conservatory.

“As a child,” he relates, “I grew up on 
classical Arabic music. As a youth, I decided 
to study classical Western music and excel 
in Western violin in order to acquire the 
technical mastery that would enable me to 
refine my command of the Eastern violin. 
But then, after playing the Western violin for 
three or four years, I simply fell in love with 
Western music. The decision to pursue my 
academic studies in Western classical music 
was for sheer love of that music.”

Elias returned to Eastern music, 
particularly to the oud – though he also has 
mastered, and teaches, Turkish clarinet, 
Oriental contrabass, Oriental violin, and the 
kanun string instrument – after Dalia Cohen 
suggested he “explore his musical roots.” It 
was, he once remarked in an interview “a 
comment that had changed my life.”

A technique he developed to play the oud 
has broadened the instrument’s traditional 
relatively modest range of uses. “In order to 
place the oud’s abilities on an equal level with 
other Western instruments, I had to break 
the strict rules of its traditional techniques,” 

Elias explains. “The result is that, today, oud 
artists can perform alongside any virtuoso 
pianist, violinist or guitarist. The oud can 
thus be a part of any orchestra, duo or any 
other musical ensemble – Oriental, Western 
or combined.” 

There also were some mishaps along the 
way. Elias’s endeavor in the late 1980s to 
found a professional orchestra that would 
hire Israel’s best Arabic music artists lasted 
only three years. But it was, he says, “the 
first formally institutionalized professional 
orchestra playing Arabic music in Israel.”

I ask Elias whether the Arab Orchestra of 
Israel Radio, a highly regarded band, which 
operated between 1948 and 1993, mostly 
under the leadership of Egyptian-born Zuzu 
Musa, did not fit this description.

“The Arab Orchestra of Israel Radio,” he 
replies, “was a tightly closed bubble. It was, 
to the best of my knowledge, an orchestra 
founded for Jewish musicians who made 
aliya from the Arab states. Indeed, Israeli 
Arab musicians were occasionally invited 
to perform with the orchestra as guests, 
but apart from one or two, none of them 
became a member of that orchestra. The 
radio orchestra was not a body that opened 
its gates to musicians from the Arab sector. 
It did not give them a voice and it did not 
bestow them with a valid hope for a future as 
professional musicians in the country.”

Elias’s current orchestra, founded in 2008 
when the Jerusalem Academy’s musicians 
joined the Youth and Music orchestra 
(established in 2002 by Meir Wiesel), has so 
far enjoyed a better fate, probably because it 
operates on a volunteer basis. The orchestra 
grants its unpaid musicians experience and 
prestige. On its first tour to Europe under 
Elias’s management in 2009, the orchestra 
won the Würth Prize, an award given in 
former years to leading musical figures 
such as the conductors Gustavo Dudamel 
and Claudio Abbado, the violinist Tabea 
Zimmermann and the composer Philip Glass.

The Arab-Jewish orchestra is an all-Israeli 
project. I ask Elias if he would have preferred 

to adopt a model similar to that of the 
West-Eastern Divan Orchestra, the praised 
project founded by pianist and conductor 
Daniel Barenboim and the late Palestinian 
intellectual Edward Said. The Divan is 
an international orchestra that consists of 
musicians from Israel and the Arab world 
who, under Barenboim’s tutelage, meet 
annually for a workshop and much extolled 
tours.

“The Divan is a fantastic project,” Elias 
replies, “and I am all for it. But I do have 
one serious reservation – its repertoire is 
exclusively Western. You can’t bring together 
musicians from Israel, Syria, Lebanon, and 
so forth and then make them play solely your 
own cultural heritage. You cannot reach 
a genuine co-existence, or rather a shared 
existence as I prefer to put it, without giving 
an expression to their cultures, too. 

“Yes, do play Brahms and Mozart. But 
make room for Umm Kulthum or Mohammed 
Abdel Wahab or classical Arabic Sama’i 
music, as well. This collaboration is, after 
all, about being respectful – of people, of 
culture and of the musical instruments they 
play. Which is precisely the type of social, 
cultural and musical cooperation the Arab-
Jewish Orchestra implements.”

Elias believes that it was musical dialogues 
such as those taking place in concert halls, 
in collaborations such as Bustan Abraham (a 
band he had played with during the 1990s) 
or events like the Oud Festival, which have 
paved “with blood, tears and lots of sweat” 
the route to the current relative Israeli 
openness to classical Arabic music.

Elias dismisses out of hand suggestions 
that cultural openness is a fig leaf to cover 
manifestations of enmity against Arabs. “It 
is an interesting hypothesis,” Elias smiles, 
“which I completely disagree with. And 
in any case, what is the alternative? To 
cease cultural cooperation and encourage 
escalation? 

“IF ANYTHING, I’m certain that sensible 
people who can see the half-full glass are 
a necessity for both sides of the conflict. 
People like myself can show the world that 
a shared existence is not something that 
was forced upon us, but rather an exciting 
human and cultural experience that can 
become a positive model for other nations.”

He holds this position, Elias notes, in 
the face of the criticism he experiences 
within Israeli-Arab society, as well as in the 
Palestinian Authority (PA) and Arab world. 
Accusations that by working together 
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THE OUD CAN BE A PART 
OF ANY ORCHESTRA, DUO 
AND ANY OTHER MUSICAL 
ENSEMBLE, ORIENTAL, 
WESTERN OR COMBINED
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with Israeli institutions – in previous 
years he held top positions in the Arabic 
music sections of the Israel Broadcasting 
Authority and at the Education Ministry 
– he assists in preserving a problematic 
reality are not new to him. The pressures 
grew even stronger this year, when 
numerous Arab musicians decided to 
boycott November’s Oud Festival. 

“I know that I’m being blamed for 
collaborating with Israeli institutions,” 
Elias says, “but I am an integral part of 
the reality here and have no intention of 
denying this reality. And yes, I do believe 
in a shared existence and I do act to achieve 
it. You know, it’s very easy to criticize my 
activities, but the fact is that the institute 
that joined forces with me to found the 
most effective festival of classical Arabic 
music in the country was the Confederation 
House in West Jerusalem. 

“Some of the artists who are now 
boycotting the Oud Festival performed 

there in the past. They canceled their 
participation this year for strictly mundane 
reasons – they know that performing here 
would cost them financial support by 
certain institutions and organization in the 
PA and the Arab world. I refuse to be a part 
of that flock. I have my own philosophy on 
the matter and I am sticking with it.”

At the entrance to the Shfaram home of 
Elias and his wife Miranda, a singer and 
English teacher originally from the Arab 
village of Tarshiha in the Galilee,  a light, 
monochrome illustration of an oud adorns 
the glass window of the front door. The 
instrument’s paunchy belly is sketched, 
Elias tells me, with the letters combining 
the couple’s names. A friend designed the 
logo years ago for their wedding invitation. 

And music, indeed, is dominant in their 
life. He met Miranda when she sang in a 
music competition at which he was a judge. 
Miranda Elias also was a guest singer, 
together with the percussionist Zohar 

Fresco, in the oud recital in Jerusalem from 
which the idea to found an annual Oud 
Festival emerged 15 years ago.

The couple has four children. All of 
them, Elias remarks, are “unexceptionally 
musical.”

The oldest two, 19 and 15, have chosen 
to dive into Western classical music 
education, each winning different musical 
competitions. They also have played as 
soloists with orchestras such as the Haifa 
Symphony Orchestra. 

Elias admits that he is torn between the 
desire to see them fulfill their potential and 
the parental urge to protect them from the 
huge sacrifices demanded of successful 
musicians today – “loss of much of your 
childhood, endless hours of practicing, 
eternal competition, and throughout their 
entire career, spending your life in hotels 
and airplanes.”

Sometimes, he adds, he even feels guilty 
for exposing them to the “virus of music”. 

The closing performance of the 2014 Jerusalem International Oud Festival features Greek vocalist Savina Yannatou  
with the Primavera en Saloniko ensemble. The festival began as a one-off oud recital by Elias
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